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Abstract
This article describes an investigation of whether Thurstonian item response modeling is a viable method for assessment of maladaptive traits. Forced-choice responses from 420 working adults to a broad-range personality inventory assessing six maladaptive traits were considered. The Thurstonian item response model’s fit to the forced-choice data was adequate, while the fit of a counterpart item response model to responses to the same items but arranged in a single-stimulus design was poor. Mono-trait hetero-method correlations indicated corresponding traits in the two formats overlapped substantially, although they did not measure equivalent constructs. A better goodness of fit and higher factor loadings for the Thurstonian item response model, coupled with a clearer conceptual alignment to the theoretical trait definitions, suggested that the single-stimulus item responses were influenced by biases that the independent clusters measurement model did not account for. Researchers may wish to consider forced-choice designs and appropriate item response modeling techniques such as Thurstonian item response modeling for personality questionnaire applications in industrial psychology, especially when assessing maladaptive traits. We recommend further investigation of this approach in actual selection situations and with different assessment instruments.
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Forced-choice Assessment of Work-related Maladaptive Personality Traits:

An Application of Thurstonian Item Response Modeling

Extensive use of the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (MMPI) (Butcher et al., 1989) for police officer selection (e.g., Bartol, 1992, Costello, Schneider, Schoenfeld, 1996, Hiatt & Hargrave, 1988, Lauder & Thomas, 2003) shows that industrial psychologists have long been interested in assessing maladaptive personality traits in occupational settings. However, legal challenges to the appropriateness of the MMPI, along with the emergence of the Five Factor model of personality, led to a reduction in research focus on maladaptive traits in the workplace. Selection practitioners have recently expressed renewed interest in the measurement of sub-clinical maladaptive personality (Guenole, 2014a; Schyns, 2015; Spain, Harms, & LeBreton, 2014). This interest is heightened following recurring examples of senior business executives behaving in ethically inappropriate ways (e.g. Hargie, Stapleton, & Tourish, 2010), and has been spurred on by adaptations of clinical personality instruments to make them more suited to workplace applications.

It is unlikely that selection based on psychometric testing alone will serve as a remedy for executives’ poor behavior at work, a problem that it has been noted is ‘irregular, complex and extends well beyond the boundary of the firm’ (Hess & Broughton, 2014, p2). However, recent research has linked maladaptive personality traits to outcomes including contextual performance (Wille, De Fruyt, De Clerq, 2013), career development (De Fruyt, Wille, & Furnham, 2014), and leader effectiveness and emergence (Harms, Spain, & Hannah, 2011; Hogan & Hogan, 2001; Kaiser & LeBreton, 2015; Padilla, Hogan, & Kaiser, 2007). A number of recent meta-analyses of both broad maladaptive models, as well as particular constellations of maladaptive traits, further underscore the idea that maladaptive personality assessment has a role to play in mitigating the risk of bad behavior at work (Gaddis & Foster, 2015; Grijalva, Harms, Newman, Gaddis, & Fraley, 2014; O’Boyle, Forsyth, Banks,
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McDaniel, 2012). For these reasons, awareness is growing that focused assessment of the maladaptive poles of personality could have positive benefits.

**Self Report Assessments of Maladaptive Personality Traits**

The most common approach to assessing maladaptive traits is to use single-stimulus self reports. In addition to being cost effective and easy to obtain, Paulhus and Vazire (2007, p227) noted that selves have ‘…the opportunity to observe a wide range of behaviors covering a wide swath of time. These include behaviors that are typically performed in private - for example, masturbation, academic cheating, napping, and singing in the shower’. They also argued that self reports are directly interpretable, provided by the person with the most interest in the self, and for constructs like self efficacy may be the only valid report.

No source, self report or other, has been shown to be more valid for all traits in all situations. For instance, whether a self or informant report is most accurate in the context of maladaptive personality assessment depends on whether the disorder is related to internalizing or externalizing (Carlson, Vazire and Oltmann, 2008). Vazire and Mehl (2008) have shown that self and informant ratings sometimes can have incremental predictive power over one another. These studies support the Self Other Knowledge Asymmetry (SOKA) model (Vazire, 2010) which builds on the realistic accuracy model (Funder, 1995) to identify conditions under which self-perceptions and other perceptions are likely to be most accurate.

Despite their benefits, self reports present interpretational complexity. Selves may not be able to accurately report on their traits (Klonsky, Oltmanns, & Turkheimer, 2002). In fact, it is well established that this itself is sometimes diagnostic (Meehl, 1945). Self reports are also open to systematic and non-systematic distortions. Systematic response styles such as preferences for scale mid-points (Hamamura, Heine, & Paulhus, 2008, Lee, Jones, Mineyama, 2002), acquiescence (Messick, 1967), or extreme responding (Jin & Wang, 2014, Hamilton, 1968) and non-systematic response distortion, such as careless responding (Meade
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& Craig, 2012), do not require item comprehension. Socially desirable responding (SDR: Paulhus, 1984, 2002) and malingering (Rogers, 2008) are forms of systematic bias on self-reports that do require item comprehension.

**Controlling Response Bias**

Response bias indicators, such as the Marlowe-Crowne social desirability index (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960), try to capture evidence of distortion. Major personalities inventories contain such scales, including the California Psychological Inventory (CPI: Gough, 1996), the NEO-Personality Inventory-Revised (McCrae & Costa, 2010) and the MMPI (Butcher et al., 1989). McGrath et al. (2010) examined evidence of whether response bias indicators suppressed scores or moderated the validity of substantive scales, finding little support for either hypothesis. However, their review did not entirely rule out that response bias might be a problem. Instead, response bias indicators might be a poor approach for controlling response bias, as they might measure substantive personality traits, or the effects might be too subtle for response bias indicators to detect.

Notwithstanding the true extent of response bias, model-based rather than observed-score methods to control the effects of self-report dissimulation are receiving considerable attention. Among the methods advocated are applying multiple process item response models to separate content related latent factors from latent factors that capture response styles (Böckenholt, 2012, Plieninger & Meiser, 2014); using mixture modeling to separate latent classes of “fakers” and “honest respondents” (e.g. Zickar, Gibby, & Robie, 2004); comparing observed response patterns with expected response patterns at the item level using optimal appropriateness techniques (Zickar & Drasgow, 1996), and applying multinomial processing trees (Khorramdel & von Davier, 2014).

**Forced choice designs.** An alternative approach to controlling response biases is preventing biases from occurring in the first place. Forced-choice questionnaires present
candidates with several stimuli at a time, asking to rank or partially rank items. Significant research has been conducted on the California Q-Sort (Block, 1961, 2008) where clinicians rank-order 100 statements according to how descriptive each statement is (e.g. Colvin, Block, & Funder, 1995; Kolar, Funder & Colvin, 1996; Letzring, Wells, & Funder, 2005). There is little factor analytic support for the Q-Sort’s structure (John & Naumann, 2010), however, and research has reported item ordering effects (Serfass & Sherman, 2013). Today it is common that items are organized in blocks wherein items assess different constructs. Most commonly pairs, triads, or quads are used. An example of a triad block measuring traits of antagonism, detachment, and disinhibition might ask a candidate which of the three statements is most like them and which is least like them:

A. Put rude people in their place
B. Prefer being alone
C. Act quickly and manage the consequences later

Challenges presented by forced-choice designs. The forced-choice approach is not without its own challenges. While increasing resistance to generalized faking where individuals try to favorably respond against all traits assessed, it is still possible that a candidate can consistently fake a particular trait, or even set of traits. Test developers try to counteract this by placing items of similar desirability together in blocks. Another challenge is that classical scoring of forced-choice questionnaires results in the same total score for every individual – so-called ipsative data (Clemans, 1970; Meade, 2004). Problems of ipsative data include biased reliability estimates, biased estimates of construct and criterion-related validity due to the constraint that covariances of all traits necessarily sum to zero, and biased individual scores (Brown & Maydeu-Olivares, 2013).

Solving the challenge of ipsative data. Several groups of researchers have proposed models for accurately modeling the forced choice-response process (Andrich, 1989, 1995;
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Brown & Maydeu-Olivares, 2011; McCloy & Heggestad, & Reeve, 2005; Stark, Chernyshenko & Drasgow, 2005; Zinnes & Griggs, 1974). For an overview of these different methods, the reader is referred to Brown (2014). We focus on the Thurstonian item response modeling approach (Brown and Maydeu-Olivares, 2011; 2012), because it is the only method at present that allows estimating multidimensional forced-choice data using commonly available structural equation modeling software such as Mplus (Muthen & Muthen, 1998-2013). So far, Thurstonian item response modeling has been applied to normal-range personality questionnaires and other non-cognitive constructs (e.g. Anguiano-Carrasco et al., 2014; Brown & Maydeu-Olivares, 2011, 2013; Joubert et al., 2015). But maladaptive personality is a natural application for Thurstonian approach because response distortion is likely to be exacerbated beyond levels seen with normal range questionnaires.

Models of Maladaptive Personality

Maladaptive personality models in industrial psychology. Guenole (2014a) classified the existing maladaptive models used in occupational settings into four broad categories. First, specific traits linked with health related outcomes have been examined (e.g., Judge & Le Pine, 2007). Second, models that use dimensional representations of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders version IV (DSM-IV) have been extensively studied (Hogan & Hogan, 1997, 2001, 2006; Moscoso & Salgado, 2004). Third, coherent clusters of personality traits that often manifest together, such as the ‘dark triad’ of narcissism, machiavellianism and psychoticism have been studied (Paulhus & Williams, 2002; Wu & LeBreton, 2011). Along with extensions to include Sadism, this model is sometimes represented as a ‘dark quad’ (Furnham, Richards, & Paulhus, 2013). Fourth, compounds of normal range personality that predict dysfunction have been studied (Willie, De Fruyt, & De Clerq, 2013).
These maladaptive frameworks have advanced our understanding of personality at work in important ways. Nevertheless, drawbacks are associated with each. Studies of specific health-related personality traits would benefit from a taxonomic structure that is better grounded, both theoretically and empirically. For example, larger criterion-related validities have been observed when traits were studied using the big-five framework at the domain trait level instead of frameworks that contain blends of the big five traits (Salgado, 2003). While the dark triad (and quad) represents a subset of important troublesome personality traits, there is more to maladaptive personality than these particular traits. Finally, the normal personality items that are re-constituted to form maladaptive compounds have shown coherent relations with maladaptive personality, but they do not contain sufficiently extreme item content to be considered a comprehensive model of maladaptive personality traits. For these reasons, Guenole (2014a) recommended assessing medium range variations of the DSM-5 maladaptive trait model in occupational settings.

**The DSM-5 maladaptive trait model.** The DSM-5 personality trait model was developed as part of a new approach to diagnosing personality disorders to address concerns with the diagnostic procedures in DSM-IV and earlier editions. Broadly speaking, the earlier typology recommended a categorical interpretation of disorder while mounting evidence suggests personality disorders are dimensional (e.g. Krueger and Eaton, 2010, Widiger & Simonson, 2005). The indicators of the disorder types in earlier editions did not adequately differentiate between personality disorders and other mental health problems (Krueger, Markon, Patrick, Benning, & Kramer, 2007). While ultimately not adopted, the new approach was presented in the emerging model section of the DSM-5, and is receiving considerable research attention (Krueger, 2013; Krueger & Markon, 2013, Thomas et al. 2012). This model posits that personality disorder can be diagnosed based on an individual’s standing on a maladaptive trait model and severity of problems with interpersonal
functioning (i.e. empathy and intimacy) and goal regulation (i.e. identity and self-direction) (APA, 2013). Definitions of the traits from Skodol et al. (2011, p. 37) are provided in Table 1. The DSM-5 does not rule out bipolarity of trait pathology. Rather, the existing evidence is more supportive of a unipolar perspective on trait pathology.

All individuals can be profiled on the types of maladaptive traits included in the model, whether or not they have a personality disorder (O’Connor, 2002; Saulsman & Page, 2004; Trull & Durrett, 2005). Equally important, the breadth of the trait model means the individual maladaptive traits (e.g. neuroticism) and maladaptive trait clusters (e.g. dark triad) that have been studied in occupational psychology are subsumed under the trait model.

**DSM-5 personality assessments and the present study.** For a comprehensive review of clinical assessments that measure traits relevant to the DSM-5 model readers are referred to Krueger, Derringer, Markon, Watson, and Skodol (2011). The American Psychiatric Association (APA)’s official measure, the Personality Assessment for DSM-5 (PID-5), contains five domain factors that can be decomposed into 37 facets comprising some 220 items. However, the items in this questionnaire are too extreme for use amongst normal working populations in selection settings. For example, perceptual dysregulation from the psychoticism factor is measured with the item ‘Sometimes I get this weird feeling that parts of my body feel like they’re dead or not really me’. Candidates might question the relevance of such items for personnel selection, and these items would provide information at levels of the latent trait where very few working individuals would fall. The PID-5 and most of the measures mentioned previously use self report rating scales rather than a forced-choice format, which are especially needed in occupational settings to ameliorate dissimulation.
We sought a measure of the DSM-5 traits where behaviors are sampled that are more extreme than expected in normal range personality traits, but not so extreme as to be statistically uninformative and face-invalid in occupational contexts. We also sought a relatively brief inventory of domain traits to minimize testing time while still providing accurate markers of the maladaptive model, for example, a questionnaire similar to that of the IPIP big five markers (Goldberg, 1992) but for the DSM-5 domain traits. Developing a DSM-5 domain trait measure that fulfilled the above criteria was the motivation behind the design of the Goldsmiths-50 (G50) questionnaire (Guenole, 2014b).

Development of this brief inventory involved the following key steps. First, four items were written to assess each of target definitions for facets originally proposed for the DSM-5 trait model by Skodol et al. (2011), save for facets of self-harm (e.g. cutting and burning) and intimacy avoidance (e.g. avoidance of sexual intimacy) which were deemed inappropriate for an occupational questionnaire. An item review process involving subject matter expert ratings followed by discussion to consensus shortened the item pool to three items per facet. Responses to this item pool were collected from 696 English speaking working adults in the United Kingdom using a convenience sample. Separate categorical item factor analyses using a diagonally weighted least squares estimator were used to identify the best performing items for each factor. The strongest item from each facet for a given domain was selected, and the process was repeated until an Omega reliability coefficient (McDonald, 1999) of .70 was achieved.

Resulting item responses were subjected to categorical item factor analyses from a single factor model through to a model seven factors. The six-factor model was adopted based on a substantial improvement in fit moving from five to six factors but a negligible improvement for the seven-factor model. The minimum average factor loading for any domain trait in this model was .46. The maximum average cross-loading was just .11. The
development process is described in detail Guenole (2014b). The technical documentation for this measure reports uncorrected correlations between the G-50 and the PID-5 domain traits as falling between r = .65 to r = .73 – strong correlations considering that the PID-5 domain traits are measured with between 38 and 53 items per domain trait, whereas the G-50 uses just 8 to 10 items per domain trait.

In the present study, we develop a forced-choice version of the G50 for comparison with the existing single-stimulus version. The study is exploratory in nature, but based on the robustness of the forced-choice format to response biases reported in the literature (e.g. Bartram, 2007), we expect to observe improvement in goodness of fit and perhaps in the item discriminations over the single-stimulus method.

Method

Participants. An Internet-based data collection strategy with snowball sampling of researcher personal networks and convenience sampling via advertising on Linked-in were used. The personal networks sample was almost solely from the United Kingdom whereas the Linked-in sample included other English speaking countries including the United States, Australia, South Africa and New Zealand. We excluded participants from non-English speaking countries due to uncertainty of their fluency in English. The personal network data collection resulted in a sample of 204 participants with female over-representation (57% female), while the Linked-in collection yielded a sample of 216 participants with male over-representation (58% male). Overall, the sample was balanced for gender. Due to the demographics section being at the end of the questionnaire, the majority of people did not complete other demographic questions. These two samples were combined for the purposes of this study, yielding the overall sample size N = 420. We expect this sample is representative of people who might actually apply for jobs and complete tests such as that being
studied in the present article, because our personal networks mainly included working professionals in industries outside academia and Linked-in is a professional networking group.

Convenience sampling of working adults might still raise concerns about the appropriateness of our sample for the current investigation. Perhaps respondents were experienced test takers able to deduce the aims of the research. In a worst-case scenario, perhaps maladaptive traits led individuals to answer in a style they thought would deliberately derail the comparisons between the single-stimulus and forced choice formats or ‘helpful’ participants may have responded in a way they thought would support the hypotheses. While this is impossible to rule out, there are reasons to think that this is unlikely. First, the research was positioned as a study into the measurement of maladaptive personality, with the ethical approval of the primary author’s institution, in which participants would be asked potentially sensitive questions without emphasizing that scores between single-stimulus and forced-choice formats would be compared. Because the single-stimulus questionnaire was presented first by the time that any helpful (or disruptive) participants discerned that a comparison between response formats was involved they would have been responding to the forced choice section designed to be resistant to response distortion.

**Measures.** The Goldsmith-50 (G-50; Guenole, 2014b) described earlier was used as the basis for the development of a forced-choice questionnaire assessing DSM-5 maladaptive traits among working adults. To this end, the G-50 items were supplemented with 10 additional items from item pools created and tested during the original instrument development, described in Guenole (2014b). This provided 10-item measures of each of the six maladaptive domain traits. Compulsivity and impulsiveness are measured separately as opposed to jointly, thus following the initial rationally derived domain trait structure of the DSM-5 maladaptive trait model. The 60 items were arranged into forced-choice blocks to create an instrument we refer to as the G-60-FC. The G-60-FC consists of 20 blocks of three
items (triads) measuring different traits, wherein every triad is approximately balanced for desirability based on the response data described in Guenole (2014b). This forced-choice design is completely balanced, with each trait measured by 10 items (appearing in 10 blocks) compared with every other trait exactly four times. For instance, the first triad consisted of the three items with the highest mean rating in their respective scales. The actual blocks and items are presented in Table 2.

The item set used in the G-60-FC was also used to create the single-stimulus counterpart of the maladaptive inventory (G-60-SS), and therefore the content of the G-60-SS exactly parallels the content of the G-60-FC. In the single-stimulus version, a 5-point Likert scale ranging from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree was used to gather responses. In the present sample, the Cronbach’s alphas for the six scales of the G-60-SS were: .69 for Antagonism, .78 for Compulsivity, .77 for Detachment, .70 for Disinhibition, .82 for Negative Affect and .79 for Psychoticism.

**Measurement models.** To analyze single-stimulus responses to the G-60-SS, a confirmatory item factor analysis (CIFA) model was fitted to the polychoric correlations of ordered categorical item responses. This approach was selected to evaluate the whole model in its entirety, rather than trait by trait. Due to the large number of traits assessed in the G-60-SS, the full information maximum likelihood estimation of categorical responses would be computationally infeasible. The hypothesized structural model was that of independent clusters (McDonald, 1999), with 10 items indicating each of the maladaptive traits, and no cross-loadings. Figure 1 depicts this measurement model. The model was estimated using the software MPlus version 7.2 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998). The diagonally weighted least squares estimator with robust errors denoted WLSMV in Mplus was used here and in all subsequent estimations.
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To analyze forced-choice responses, the rankings within blocks were dummy-coded as described in Brown and Maydeu-Olivares (2012). Thus, three pairwise comparisons \{A, B\}, \{A, C\}, and \{B, C\} were created from each block of three items A, B and C, with each pair coded as 1 when the first item was preferred to the second, and 0 otherwise. For instance, if in a triad (A, B, C) a respondent assigned the ranks A = 2, B = 1, C = 3, the corresponding dummy coding would be \{A, B\} = 0; \{A, C\} = 1; and \{B, C\} = 1. Thus, any rank ordering of three items was equivalently coded as a set of three binary outcome variables, each representing a contrast between two items measuring two traits.

A Thurstonian item response model was then fitted to tetrachoric correlations of the dummy-coded binary outcomes. The theoretical basis for this modelling is Thurstone’s (1927) law of comparative judgment, which has a long tradition in analysis of forced-choice data (e.g. Maydeu-Olivares & Bockenholt, 2005). According to Thurstone, the observed outcome of each pairwise comparison (i.e. item A versus item B) is determined by the unobserved psychological values (or “utilities”) of the two items. Thus, the item with a larger utility for a respondent gets chosen. The utilities of items are unobserved, only the outcome of their implicit comparison (i.e. whether the utility of A was greater that the utility of B, or otherwise) is observed. Hence, the utilities of items are modelled as latent variables, which causally determine the observed outcomes; specifically, the sign of the difference of two utilities, $t_i - t_k$, determines whether the outcome of comparison between items $i$ and $k$ is 1 (when $t_i - t_k > 0$) or 0 (when $t_i - t_k < 0$). The latent utilities, in turn, are assumed to be caused by broader personality traits – latent variables of the higher order. A fragment of this second-order factor model, which is mathematically equivalent to its Thurstonian IRT counterpart (Brown & Maydeu-Olivares, 2011), but much easier to relate to for applied researchers, presented in Figure 2. Syntax for the Thurstonian model in the present paper was generated
with the Excel macro supplied in Brown and Maydeu-Olivares (2012). Full technical detail on setting up and testing these models is also provided within that article.
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The same factorial structure of the item utilities was hypothesized for the single-stimulus and forced-choice responses, with the only difference that in the single-stimulus format the observed responses were direct indicators of utilities, while in the forced-choice format the responses were indicators of differences between pairs of item utilities.

Model fit. Goodness of fit was assessed for both single-stimulus and forced-choice models. We considered the recommended goodness-of-fit indices (Hu & Bentler, 1998; Kline, 2010): the chi-square test ($\chi^2$), the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA), the comparative fit index (CFI), and the standardized mean root square residual (SRMR). A significant chi-square indicates rejection of the hypothesis that the model perfectly fits the data. For the other indices, it is customary to compare the obtained values to established cut-offs. For RMSEA, the cut-off .05 has been suggested for close fit, and .08 for adequate fit. For CFI, the cut-off .95 is considered for good fit and .90 for adequate fit. For SRMR, a value of .08 or less is considered indicative of an acceptable model. We draw the reader’s attention to the fact that the abovementioned indices, as well as the cut-offs have been established for SEM with continuous data. In the context of categorical data analysis with limited information estimators, however, the obtained fit indices evaluate how well the models reproduce the observed tetrachoric / polychoric correlations.

While we can evaluate the fit of the two models separately, comparing them to established cut-offs, we cannot compare our single-stimulus and forced-choice models formally since they are not based on the same observed variables and therefore are not nested. Hence, we rely on the fit indices as some measures of suitability of each model to the respective data.
Latent factor inter-correlations. When the best fitting model for each response format was identified, the single-stimulus and forced-choice responses were analyzed together by fitting the two measurement models in a single Mplus run. This final step has the advantage of modeling the correlations between the error-free latent DSM-5 domain traits, rather than the unreliable estimated factor scores.

Results

Model estimation. The fit for the hypothesized single-stimulus measurement model was as follows: $\chi^2 = 4857.54$, df=1695, RMSEA = .068 (90% CI: .066-.070), CFI = .70, SRMR = .107. Only the RMSEA indicated adequate fit to the data, while the other indices indicated poor fit. However, modifications were not justified, since the cross-loadings were small, and highest loadings were always on intended factors. Table 2 reports the standardized factor loadings of the single-stimulus items on their respective traits.

In the first test of the forced-choice model, a case of empirical non-identification was observed. This is not uncommon in forced-choice designs with all positively keyed items and positively correlated traits (see Brown & Maydeu-Olivares, 2012). In this case, estimated factor loadings within blocks may be very similar, yielding a degenerate factor space (Brown, 2014). To remedy this situation, additional constraints are required. Since the under-identification related to the relationships between the factors AN (Antagonism), DI (Disinhibition) and NE (Negative Emotionality), we fixed the correlations between these three factors to their estimated values in the single-stimulus model. The forced-choice model then successfully converged, and the fit for the G-60-FC was as follows: $\chi^2 = 2369.88$, df=1638, RMSEA=.033 (90% CI: .030-.036), CFI = .85, SRMR = .098. The RMSEA indicated good fit to the data, while the other indices indicated close to adequate fit. Judging

---

1 When the number of items per forced-choice block is three or larger, the degrees of freedom must be corrected by subtracting the number of redundancies in the model (Brown & Maydeu-Olivares, 2012). There is one redundancy per block consisting of three items, making 20 redundancies in total for the G-60-FC.
by all the fit indices, the Thurstonian IRT model of the forced-choice responses fitted to the a priori six-domain structure better than the counterpart model of the single-stimulus responses.

**Item parameters.** Table 2 reports the standardized factor loadings for the single-stimulus items on their respective traits, as well as for the forced-choice latent utilities. These estimates are comparable across models since we standardize on the utilities underlying both the polytomous item responses in the single-stimulus format, and the binary pairwise outcomes. It can be seen that marker items (items with the highest standardized factor loading) for each trait differed between the two response formats. Often, the marker item in one design showed rather weak loading in the other, indicating that the traits as conceptualized in the two response formats had somewhat different meanings. The average standardized factor loading for the single-stimulus design was .53, and for the forced-choice design, it was .63.

**Relationships between measured constructs within and between formats.** Table 3 reports the mono-trait hetero-method correlations between single-stimulus and forced-choice DSM-5 personality traits (on the diagonal). These correlations were all positive, significant, and moderately strong. These latent correlations not attenuated for the measurement error, however, ranged between .62 for compulsivity and .86 for disinhibition, which falls well below the levels expected if the constructs measured by the two formats were equivalent. The average mono-trait-hetero-method correlation was .76, which was still much higher than the average single-stimulus mono-method-hetero-trait correlation of .41, and the average forced-choice mono-method-hetero-trait correlation of .42.
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Examining the performance of fit statistics across model types.

Readers may wonder if a possible explanation for the differences in fit might simply be that the fit indices perform differently across the two types of models. To examine this issue, we conducted a brief simulation study. We generated 60 item utilities with the same means, factor loadings and factor correlations as was established in the single stimulus model model (treating data as continuous) and creating 100 samples of the same size as the empirical sample, N=420. We then obtained Likert responses by categorizing the continuous 60 utilities so that the proportions in each category equaled to those in the empirical single stimulus sample. To obtain forced choice responses, we computed the differences of the continuous utilities for all the item pairs, and dichotomized them in accordance with the Thurstonian Law of comparative judgment. Now we had two data set formats based on the same utilities, but yielding completely different observed variables to compare fit across the single stimulus and forced choice models.

Theoretically, both models should fit the simulated data near perfectly, with rejection rates at the nominal rate .05. The differences we observed in fit between the two model types from analyses of these data sets was trivial, with both models yielding insignificant chi-squares near-nominal rejection rates. The RMSEA and CFI were different only at the third third decimal place, and SRMR was actually better for the single stimulus data than for the forced choice data. Much more comprehensive simulations would be required to completely resolve the issue of how the fit indices perform across different response formats, and these simulations fall outside the scope of this paper. However, here we note that this small simulation calls into question interpretations of the findings in the current study as being due to spurious fit differences. Fit results from these supplementary analyses are available from the corresponding author.

Discussion
Industrial psychologists with an interest in personality assessment are paying attention to developments in clinical psychology. However, assessment of maladaptive traits in occupation settings brings the added complication that examinees are motivated to fake their responses. For this reason, industrial psychologists are also closely following developments in the field of psychological measurement for strategies for handling response biases. This paper investigated an important confluence of all three fields: the participants were working adults studied in industrial psychology, the personality trait model was one that emerged from clinical psychology, and the method for reducing faking involved Thurstonian modeling of forced-choice responses from psychological measurement. The goal was to examine the quality of forced-choice measurement of maladaptive traits and, in particular, to compare the appropriateness of single-stimulus and forced choice measurement designs combined, respectively, with confirmatory factor analysis and Thurstonian item response modeling.

**Goodness of fit**

Goodness of fit of the hypothesized factorial structure was better for the forced-choice data than for the single-stimulus data. The closer fit of the Thurstonian model to the forced-choice data than for the corresponding independent clusters model to the single-stimulus data highlights the utility of comparative item formats in the context of maladaptive traits. Other research using a within subject design, but measuring normal range personality, similarly discovered that the forced-choice data fitted better (Brown & Maydeu-Olivares, 2011). However, the difference in fit between the single-stimulus and forced choice was not as large as in this study, suggesting that the Thurstonian approach may have particular relevance for the assessment of maladaptive content. Although in the low stakes assessments carried out in the present study participants had little reason to dissimulate, other than preserving their self-image, the more extreme item wording than usually seen for normal-range personality questionnaires is likely to have evoked at last some socially desirable responding. Given that
forced choice modeling approaches have been demonstrated to reduce uniform response biases, the observation of better fit for the forced choice models is consistent with the interpretation that the forced choice model reduced socially desirable responding.

**Construct interpretation**

We observed substantial differences in item discrimination parameters as estimated in the single-stimulus versus forced-choice models. This potentially alters the meaning of latent constructs. In some cases, such as negative affect, the loadings for the marker item in the single-stimulus design were similar to the loading for the marker item in the forced choice design and vice versa, indicating quite similar trait meanings across the methods. In other cases, however, the loadings across the designs were quite different. For example, the marker item for antagonism under forced choice ‘Put rude people in their place’ appears quite consistent with the central elements of the broad definition of antagonism in table 1, which emphasizes antipathy to others and an exaggerated sense of self-importance. The antagonism marker under the single-stimulus design, on the other hand, was ‘Am mean to people who deserve it’. This is more representative of a hostility subcomponent that, while important to the antagonism construct, does not appear in the core definition.

Similarly, the marker item for disinhibition under the forced choice design was ‘Don’t follow through’. This is representative of the broad elements of the disinhibition definition in table 1, which relates to behavior driven by current desires rather than past learning or future considerations. On the other hand, the disinhibition marker for the single-stimulus design ‘Break agreements’ appears to represent more of an irresponsibility subcomponent of disinhibition. In sum, the loading patterns for the same items under single-stimulus and forced choice designs and the mono-trait-hetero-method correlations show that different trait meanings emerge based on the response format.
Supporting this interpretation, and while similar latent traits were observed to underlie the forced-choice and the single-stimulus responses, the cross-method correlations for matching traits is far below the levels expected when equivalent conceptual constructs are measured (i.e., $r = 1$). However, it is still important to note that there is considerable similarity in the constructs, because the average mono-trait hetero-method correlation (i.e. the average correlation between corresponding traits estimated from single-stimulus and forced-choice designs) was greater than the average of the hetero-trait-mono-method correlations.

**Theoretical contribution**

The higher loadings under the single-stimulus design manifested in different variance-covariance matrices amongst the latent traits between the single-stimulus and forced choice formats. In turn, different latent variances and covariance for latent traits can be expected to lead to different relationships with external variables (Guenole & Brown, 2014). The observed relationships between maladaptive traits and external variables that are closest to a veridical representation of the nomology of maladaptive personality will be provided by whichever response format and measurement model combination yields the closest fit to the data. The current study suggests this representation is that provided by the forced choice format and Thurstonian item response modeling.

**Practical contribution**

From a practical perspective, the closer fit and higher loadings of the indicators in the forced choice design indicate that when asked in the forced choice format, the indicators are better markers of their theoretical traits. The scores for individuals resulting from Thurstonian item response modeling are therefore more suited as operational implementations of the theoretical DSM-5 model than the single-stimulus format. For more accurate profiling of individuals for applications in organizations, we recommend test developers consider this approach to eliminate uniform response biases and more accurately
model the response process. The current research suggests the forced-choice method, when modeled appropriately, is a viable assessment method of DSM-5 content for occupational testing. It remains to be seen whether the reduction in biases is followed by increased predictive validity.

**Limitations and future directions**

The present study used a convenience sampling strategy to attract working individuals. Convenience samples of working adults can yield representative samples (Gosling et al., 2004) that are arguably appropriate for studying co-variation amongst maladaptive item content (Wright et al., 2004). However, it is impossible to rule out that disruptive participants discerned the goals of the research and responded in a way that they believed would distort the results. It is therefore important that future research examine how the current research findings generalize to other samples such as actual job applicants. It will also be important to try to understand the implications of the differences between the model fit and person scores derived from Thurstonian and Likert scaling. This could occur, for instance, by examining the extent to which single stimulus and Thurstonian item scores correlate with response bias scales in inventories such as the MMPI and CPI and stand alone scales designed to measure response distortion such as the Marlowe Crowne social desirability index (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960).

We also emphasize the importance of examining the respective predictive validities of the single-stimulus and Thurstonian trait scores against diverse criteria in the context of maladaptive trait assessment because the differences between the two approaches so far observed in this article pertain only to overall model fit and loading patterns. Finally, along with the psychometric challenges that maladaptive personality assessment in occupational contexts come social and legal challenges that are yet to be fully resolved. Future research
should continue to investigate the legal and social implications of maladaptive personality assessment at work.
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Table 1. DSM-5 domain trait definitions from Skodol et al. (2011).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DSM- Domain trait</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Big five adaptive variant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Negative affect</td>
<td>Experiences a wide range of negative emotions (anxiety, depression, guilt/shame, worry etc.), and the behavioral and interpersonal manifestations of those experiences.</td>
<td>Emotional stability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detachment</td>
<td>Withdrawal from other people, ranging from intimate relationships to the world at large; restricted affective experience and expression; limited hedonic capacity.</td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antagonism</td>
<td>Exhibits diverse manifestations of antipathy toward others, and a correspondingly exaggerated sense of self-importance.</td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diverse manifestations of being present (vs. future- or past-) oriented so that behavior is driven by current internal and external stimuli rather than by past learning and consideration of future consequences.</td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disinhibition</td>
<td>The tendency to think and act according to a narrowly defined and unchanging ideal, and the expectation that this ideal should be adhered to by everyone.</td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compulsivity*</td>
<td>Exhibits a range of odd or unusual behaviors and cognitions, including both process (e.g., perception) and content (e.g., beliefs).</td>
<td>Openness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychoticism</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In the final version of the maladaptive trait model Compulsivity content became a reverse scored facet of the Disinhibition domain trait, indicating compulsion is the opposite if disinhibition.
Table 2. Items in the Goldsmiths-60-item questionnaires (G-60-SS and G-60-FC), with standardized factor loadings in the corresponding measurement models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>1. Avoid danger</td>
<td>.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Have few close friends</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>3. Worry about things that might happen</td>
<td>.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>4. Believe there is usually a right way to do things</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>5. Imagine what others think about me</td>
<td>.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>6. Sense things in strange ways</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>7. Never give up</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI</td>
<td>8. Like to do crazy things</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>9. Have unusual thought processes</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>10. Put rude people in their place</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>11. Prefer being alone</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI</td>
<td>12. Act quickly and manage the consequences later</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>13. Behave boldly</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI</td>
<td>14. Find concentrating for long periods dull</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>15. Have bizarre experiences</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>16. Am better than my colleagues</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>17. Do everything properly</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>18. Have unconventional beliefs</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>19. Lack energy</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI</td>
<td>20. Throw caution to the wind</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>21. Wonder if friends changed their minds about me</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>22. Tell people when they're annoying me</td>
<td>.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>23. Find daily tasks demoralizing</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>24. Am a victim of my emotions</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>25. Am a detail person</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>26. Keep interaction to a minimum</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>27. Seem eccentric to other people</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>28. Don't back down</td>
<td>.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI</td>
<td>29. Don't overthink important decisions</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>30. Often feel down</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>31. Keep my distance from colleagues</td>
<td>.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NE</td>
<td>32. Have a poor opinion of myself</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>33. Wonder why I do the things I do</td>
<td>.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>34. Fight fire with fire</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>35. Believe most things should be done a certain way</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI</td>
<td>36. Have a short attention span</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>37. Can't stand errors</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>38. Have a cold personality</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DI</td>
<td>39. Can't concentrate for long</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
14  AN  40. Am mean to people who deserve it  .72  .69  
    NE  41. Feel a lot of guilt  .52  .66  
    PS  42. Have weird perceptions  .64  .82  
15  AN  43. Never tell the whole story  .43  .08  
    CO  44. Am a perfectionist  .49  .87  
    NE  45. Have a negative outlook  .83  .84  
16  DE  46. Avoid others whenever possible  .76  .78  
    DI  47. Don't follow through  .50  .83  
    PS  48. Have peculiar mannerisms  .55  .72  
17  CO  49. Insist on everything being perfect  .82  .78  
    DI  50. Get into trouble  .51  .75  
    NE  51. Feel miserable  .81  .96  
18  AN  52. Can get whatever I want through flattery  .39  .25  
    NE  53. Rarely feel happy  .71  .93  
    PS  54. Forget how I got places  .53  .63  
19  AN  55. See how far I can push people  .62  .48  
    CO  56. See failure as a result of lack of effort  .33  .28  
    DE  57. Have no feelings to express  .54  .85  
20  DI  58. Break agreements  .65  .23  
    DE  59. Find that people are against me  .72  .79  
    PS  60. Feel like someone else is controlling what I do  .66  .17

*Note.* Marker items are indicated in bold.
Table 3. Latent factor inter-correlations for single-stimulus and forced-choice designs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AN</th>
<th>CO</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>DI</th>
<th>NE</th>
<th>PS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AN</td>
<td>.57**</td>
<td>.27**</td>
<td>.66**</td>
<td>.66**</td>
<td>.41**</td>
<td>.55**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>.47**</td>
<td>.63**</td>
<td>-.01</td>
<td>-.13*</td>
<td>.19**</td>
<td>.10*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>.53**</td>
<td>.28**</td>
<td>.75**</td>
<td>.71**</td>
<td>.71**</td>
<td>.58**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DI</td>
<td>.60**</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.67**</td>
<td>.79**</td>
<td>.58**</td>
<td>.79**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>.54**</td>
<td>.39**</td>
<td>.85**</td>
<td>.72**</td>
<td>.82**</td>
<td>.68**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>.60**</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.64**</td>
<td>.82**</td>
<td>.69**</td>
<td>.73**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The hetero-trait mono-method single-stimulus correlations are above the diagonal; the forced-choice correlations are below the diagonal. The mono-trait hetero-method correlations for the matching traits are on the diagonal. AN = Antagonism; CO = Compulsivity; DE = Detachment; DI = Disinhibition; NE = Negative Emotionality; PS = Psychoticism.